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Multi-Platform 

The Viewer runs literally in the webbrowser of any device:  desktop PC, laptop, tablet, or smartphone. It can run on (not too old versions of) all browsers: IE, Chrome, 

Firefox, Opera, etc. 

Zero Install 

There is no need to install any software on your device. The Viewer is 100% zero install. 

Performance 

The Viewer runs in the memory of your device. It does not run on a server. The performance is very high, when the following conditions are met:  enough memory, 

fast internet, and folded orgcharts (explained later). 

Language switch 

The user can switch from language inside the Viewer. Each language is supported. Unicode characters are supported as well. There are five languages standard 

available: English, German, French, Spanish, and Dutch. But the Administrator can add more languages. 

Flexible menu options 

The Viewer menu is flexible, which means that menu options can be removed by the Administrator. Two users working with the Viewer at the same time, may see 

different options: one has a Metrics icon - the other hasn’t, one can choose any orgchart - the other can’t. These menu-appearances depend on the Administrator’s 

choices.  

Security 

Security is another reason why orgcharts appear in a different way. There is security inside and outside the orgchart.  An orgchart could be password-protected. But 

even inside the orgchart differences are possible: one user can see sensitive data – the other can’t, one user can see the whole orgchart – the other can see only his 

own department.  Again, these are Administrator’s choices. 

Introduction Overview 



Viewer (RO) 

Editor (RW) Editor (CSV Loader) 

1-box 

Connector 

❶ A 

❷A 

❷B 

Step 1: Produce your orgchart (JSON-file) 

A. Automatic, with the Connector 

B. Manual, with the CSV-loader 

Step 2: Work with your orgchart 

A. Read-Only, in the Viewer 

B. Read-Write, in the Editor 

Step 3. Save your (modified) orgchart 

❶ B 

Overview 

❸ 

Overview 
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Producing JSON-files 

Each orgchart has its own JSON-file. You can load a valid JSON-orgchartfile either in the Viewer or in the Editor. When loaded, the orgchart is returned. The Viewer 

produces a read-only (RO) and the Editor a read-write (RW) orgchart.  

JSON-sourcefile: JSON stands for JavaScript Object Notation. The Viewer is written in JavaScript. In order to visualize an orgchart, the Viewer needs a JSON-

sourcefiles in a proper format. A proper JSON-file contains  a valid unlock-code, parameter-settings, and data. 

 

There are two ways to produce a JSON orgchartfile: 

 

 
STEP ❶A: Connector 

The Connector retrieves data from your HR-system and stores them in your JSON 

template-file. Step 1A is not further explained in this manual. 

 

STEP ❶B: CSV-Loader 

The CSV-Loader loads data from a CSV-sourcefile and stores them in your JSON one-

box-file. Step 1B is not further explained in this manual. 

 

  

The (super)user has to produce his own CSV-file.  

Overview 
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Viewer (STEP ❷A) and Editor (STEP ❷B) 

 

The Viewer is Read-Only, the Editor is Read-Write. 

None of the Write-functionality is available in the Viewer. 

All Read-functionality is available in the Editor ….  

… with the following exceptions:  

1. Specific views at the orgchart 

• Sub-charts: select a box and make this box top (Make top) and only visualize the selected box and the boxes below, 

• Context-charts: select a box and visualize this box, the surrounding boxes, and the boxes to the top, 

2. Print 

• PDF-button, 

• Fullscreen-button for screen capture software (like FireShot), 

3. Orphan-check 

• Checks the orgchart for boxes without parents. 

 

PS: The Editor is not further explained in this manual. 

Viewer & Editor Overview 



Orgchart View 

• Drawn orgchart 

• Default environment 

Tree View 

• Character-based orgchart 

• Press icon (top left) 
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Orgcharts Overview 



 

 

 

 

 

Tables 

• Pivot Table analysis 

• Table format 

 

 

 

 

 

Graphs 

• Pivot Table analysis 

• Graph format 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Heathmaps 

• Pivot Table analysis 

• Heathmap format 

 

  

Metrics Overview 
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Start the Viewer 

PS:  

Before loading, the Viewer does some error checking on your JSON-file. In general: 

• Data-errors (invalid filetypes, forbidden characters, loops in hierarchies, etc.) lead to error-messages.  

• Wrong parameter settings lead to “other than expected” orgcharts. 

• Broken reporting relationships lead to orphans. 

Direct Start: from my-orgchart.com 

You can always start the empty Viewer (without JSON) from my-orgchart.com. 

 

Embedded Start: From a Portal 

When a portal is available, you can choose your orgchart (JSON- or ZIP-file).  

The Viewer will start automatic. 

 

  

Viewer  



Memory 

Loading 

my-orgchart.com 

When you load a large orgchart .. 

• Make sure there is enough memory 

available 

• Make sure you have a good 

internet connection 

• Be carefull with unfolding your 

orgchart 

 

 

Viewer 

Viewer 

Portal 

Viewer  
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Menu-options 

Menu options | When an empty Viewer is loaded 

After loading the empty Viewer, an empty background will appear with limited menu-options : 

• at the top ribbon, 

• in the drop down window. 

First you have to load a valid JSON-file. When you click on the empty map icon            your Explorer will open, so you can select the JSON-file that you have prepared. 

 

Viewer  
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Menu-options 

Menu options | When Viewer and JSON are loaded 

After loading the Viewer and the JSON-file, a folded orgchart will appear with multiple menu-options at several locations: 

• at the top ribbon, 

• in the drop down window, 

• in the top (left and right) of the background,  

• at the right side of selected boxes, and 

• in the pop-up windows (not shown in the picture). 

Viewer  
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Language 

Japanese is added > 

Language switch 

You can switch your language in the Ribbon Menu by clicking on the flag.  

What is translated? 

Translated are: fieldnames, fieldvalues and the user-interface (menu-options, error meessages, 

etc.). These items are all translated in five standard languages : English, German, French, Spanish, 

and Dutch. The translated fields are the hierarchy fields, box fields, common fields, and example 

fields. 

Accessible 

All translations are stored in a simple Excel-file. This file is not encrypted, because there is no 

secret information in there. We advise you to store this file in an accessible place, like: Google 

Drive, One Drive, etc. This has two advantages: 1.) the system can reach it, and 2.) the user can 

reach it for adding extra translations. 

Extra translations 

The user might decide to add some additional translations for new fields (fieldnames and –values) 

and new languages. There is no limit on additional translations. Unicode characters are supported.  

Universal data 

The Translation table can also be used for making the data universal. If we look to our example at 

the right. In English the system reports “Gender - Female” and in German “Geschlecht - Weiblich”.  

Suppose this org-chart receives its data from two HR-systems: an English one using “M” and “F”, 

and a German one using “M” and “W” as values for gender. By defining the right translations, the 

system can be made universal in its values for this field. 

Viewer  
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Viewer modes 

The Viewer offers you the following functionality: 

• Orgcharts 

• Tree View and Orgchart View including Detail Cards and Modeling  

• Metrics (analyze the orgchart-data) 

• Pivot-table analysis including Tables, Graphs and Heathmaps 

The Viewer has two modes: 

Mode-1: Orgcharts 

This mode enables the user to navigate and to visualize an orgchart. Zooming in and 

out is important for seeing both company structures at a birdeye level and employee 

data at a detail level. 

 

Mode-2: Metrics 

This mode enables the user to analyze the data. The system can generate ad-hoc 

reports in tabular, graph and heathmap format. The records included in an analysis are 

the selected box and all boxes below. 

 

  

• The Viewer comes up in Orgchart-Mode 

• Press this (box) icon         to switch to Metrics Mode        

Viewer  
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Unfolding & Walk Through 

Unfolding 

The idea behind this technology is to show the user only a small part of the orgchart. 

The rest of the orgchart is either hidden or compressed. A box can have the following 

status: 

1. Hidden – the box is there, but is invisible. 

2. Dot – the box is compressed into a dot. 

3. Default – the box is visible in small format. 

4. Selected (only one box at the same time) – when a box is selected, the heading 

background is in orange, the box is in larger format, and the box submenu becomes 

visible. 

PS: At mouse-over: a dot box pops up as a default box. 

Walk Through 

The folding-mechanism is “walk-through sensitive”: the box that you click on will become 

Selected, the boxes in the direct environment will become Defaults, the boxes nearby will 

become Dots, and the boxes far away will be Hidden. 

Viewer | Drawn Orgchart 



Tree View 

Tree View 

• Character based orgchart (require little resources). 

• Open the Tree View by pressing the icon           (top left background). 

• By pressing the [+] and [-] buttons, you can open or close the boxes on the 

level below. 

• Switch to the Drawn Orgchart: choose a line from the Tree View and press the 

[Select] button.  

16 

Viewer | Character Orgchart 
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Optimal use 

PS:  

Deactivating folding and walk-through on a 

small device (smartphone or tablet) in 

combination with a large orgchart is asking for 

trouble: the device will probably not respond 

any more. Your System Administrator might 

decide to remove the “Show all” and “Show 

details” buttons from your Viewer, and keep 

both settings on “no” as a default. 

There are a few important things to realize: 

• Orgcharts are drawings. The Viewer actualy draws the lines and boxes of an orgchart based on the data from your JSON-file. 

• The Viewer draws the total orgchart on one page. There are no subcharts or subpages.  

• Drawing an orgchart of a large, detailed organization, including all photographs, is a heavy computer task.  

• The Viewer has “Folding” technology. It only shows the part of the orgchart you have asked for (by selecting). 

• By default the orgchart appears folded, with the following settings: 

• However, the user can unfold the orgchart with the following settings: 

Viewer | Drawn Orgchart 

Folded Unfolded 
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Start with a folded orgchart. 

To find the proper boxes … 

1. if you know what you are looking 

for, you can either: 

• use the Search facility if you know 

the “search string(s)”, or 

• walk directly to the right box if you 

know the way. 

2. if you don’t know what you are 

looking for, then you better unfold the 

orgchart before you start exploring: 

• the drawn orgchart with mouse-over, 

or 

• the character orgchart (Tree View) 

with the [+] or [-] buttons. 

As soon as you have found the proper box, you 

can request local unfold and all details. 

Viewer | Drawn Orgchart Explore 

Mouse-over [+] or [-] 
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Viewer | Drawn Orgchart Subchart 

When exploring: 

Explore the unfolded orgchart with mouse-over. 

 

When found: 

Make a local top and ask for details. 

1. Make a local top: 

• make a nearby box the local top by selecting the 

box (name bar becomes orange) and pressing the 

Make Top icon        (at the right side of each box). 

2. Show details: 

• then ask for details                                               

and select the proper box (name bar becomes 

orange and menu-items appear at the right side) 

 

When finished: 

Restore the original top by pressing the Reset Top button                         

at the right side of the Ribbon-menu. 

Make Top 



When found: 

Ask for line-of-control details. 

3. Make a Context View: 

• as an alternative, you can have a Context View for a 

selected box by setting the “Context only” button 

on yes.  

 

When finished: 

Close the Context View by setting the “Context Only” button 

on no again. 

20 

Viewer | Drawn Orgchart Context View 

Mouse-over 
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Viewer | Drawn Orgchart Details 

• Metrics card 

• Detail card 

• Make Top 

Detail Card Metrics Card 

PS: On employee-level there is no Metrics Card available. Metrics (mode-2) will be explained later. 

When found: 

Ask for even more details. 

4. Metrics Card: 

• you can have a Metrics 

Card for a selected box 

by pressing the “Metrics 

Card” button         .  

5. Detail Card: 

• you can have a Detail 

Card for a selected box 

by pressing the “Detail 

Card” button         .  

  

When finished: 

Close the Metrics or Detail Card 

by pressing [x] (top right of the 

pop-up window). 
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When found: 

Consider the Modeling information. 

6. Modeling section: 

• boxes can have a horizontal split, below the line 

you will find the modeling results, 

• you can have more detailed modeling information 

by clicking the Modeling Details icon      . 

• the Modeling Menu will appear offering you the 

following options: 

o [details]: with details on the budget exhausting, 

o [search]: search for (high) budget deviations, 

o [analysis]: specific pivot table analysis based on 

personnel budgeting.  

   

When finished: 

Close all windows by pressing [x] (top right of each pop-up 

window). 

Modeling Viewer | Drawn Orgchart 



The best way to have optimal use, is to start with the 

Search-facility.  Here are the steps: 

1. Click on one of the two Search-icons in the Ribbon 

Drop Down menu:  

• start a new search 

• reload your last search results 

2. The Search option opens an empty search-window. 

The Search results option opens the last search results. 

3. In the search-window, you can enter multiple search 

criteria on multiple fields for one search. 

4. Next a window with the search result will open. 

Choose the record you wish to select from the list with 

records that match your search criteria. 

5. The Viewer will move to this record, and present it a a 

selected box (orange bar). 

6. You might want to save your search results before you 

move on to the selected box. In that case choose 

[Save search results] first. 
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Search Viewer | Drawn Orgchart 



Orphan check 

Test on Orphans 

• An Orphan is a box (not always an employee) without a (good) Parent. 

• Orphans can be located with the Orphan-test.  

• Click on [Test for orphans] in the Ribbon Dropdown Menu. 

 

Difference in the sourcefile between an Orphan and a Multi-Top 

• Orphan  - A box with a wrong parent code.  

• Multi-top - Multiple pyramides. 

 

 

 

 ID Parent 

B 

y B 

3 y 

ID Parent 

A 

x A 

2 x 

ID Parent 

Pete Jones 

Kenny Smith Pete Jones 

Jack Johnson Kenn Smith 

Jack Johnson is an Orphan, because Kenny is misspelled. A and B are both Tops (Multi-top). 
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Viewer | Drawn Orgchart 



Hypercube (OLAP) 

Metrics is based on Hypercube- or OLAP-technology. Here is what you can do with this technology: Slicing, Dicing, Roll Up, Drill Down and Pivot..  
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• Pivot 

You can pivot the table by drag & drop with 

the dimensions from unused to used and 

from horizontal to vertical. 

• Slice & Dice 

You can take subsets of the total population 

either by starting from a box lower in the 

hierarchy or by setting the selections. 

• Roll Up 

The Metrics figures are aggregated (rolled 

up) along the not used dimensions. 

• Drill Down 

The opposite: if you move a dimension from 

the unused to one of the used areas, the 

figures will drill down. You can have further 

drill downs by adding multiple dimensions to 

a used area. 

PS: 

Hypercube or OLAP analysis is done with figures only. The figures (in the cells) could be “counts”, “totals”, “amounts”, or 

“percentages”. Your Administrator decides which figures and which dimensions you will find in your hypercube model. 

Viewer | Metrics 



Activate Metrics by pressing the Metrics icon           in the Box-menu.  

 

• Metrics is only relevant when there is quantative data available.  

• Your Administrator decides if you have access to Metrics. 

• If you don’t have access, the icon won’t appear in the boxes. 

• Your Administrator also decides how your Metrics stat-up screen will look like. 

 

Start Metrics 

• Metrics card 

• Detail card 

• Make Top 

Box Menu items: 

26 

Viewer | Metrics 

Each Metrics window has a top bar with the following options: 

[^]  Hide/unhide information 

[-]   Minimizes the Metrics card 

[X]  Make the Metrics card full screen 

[x]  Close the Metrics Card. 



Pivot 

PS: 

Your Administrator influences the number of 

dimensions, the place of the dimensions (used/unused, 

horizontal/vertical) at the startup, and the variables 

(numeric fields) that will appear in the start table.  

Dimensions and variables can only be added to the 

reporting environment, if they are available in the 

(JSON) sourcefile. 

When an Metrics opens, a tabular report will become visible with dimensions and variables.  

 

• Unused dimensions 

At the top there is a bar with unused dimensions. Those dimensions (sort criteria) are available for use, but at the start they are parked here. 

• Used dimensions 

Then we have the measures which are in use right now.  

In our example: Age group and Gender. 

Age group is used for the vertical sort and Gender for the horizontal sort.  

 

You can drag & drop dimensions: from unused to used, or from horizontal to vertical and back. 

The table will rotate accordingly. 
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Viewer | Metrics 



Roll Up & Drill Down 

You can roll up or drill down on dimensions.  

In the roll up example all dimensions are in the unused 

area, which means that all dimensions are rolled up and 

that the displayed amount represents the total wage cost 

over the full year.  

You can drill down by moving dimensions to the used 

area. In this example: department and function are 

moved to the used, vertical area. This offers a larger and 

more detailed table (a Drill Down).  

You can have a roll up again by moving used dimensions 

back to the unused area. 

The total amount (€ 9,912,706.86) remains all the time 

the same. 
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PS: 

When you drag & drop with dimensions, you have to watch the 

readability of the chart. In particular, graphs and heathmaps will 

become unreadable when you drill down too much.   

There are also limits in the size of the table. 

Viewer | Metrics 



Slicing and dicing means that you are not analyzing the total database (or population) but only a part of it. There are two ways to do so: 

1. by the choise of your start box (the icon from the Belgium box leads to another table than the icon of the Luxembourg box), 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. and by selecting from an available dimension. 
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Viewer | Metrics Slice & Dice 

PS: 

You can leave multiple pop-up windows 

(tables) open to compare the results. 
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Cells 

PS: 

Your Administrator sets the variables and calculation types that will appear in your start table.  

In the top left grey area, there are two drop down menu’s 

with which you can influence the content of the cells. 

• The drop down menu above gives you the manipula-

tion types, e.g.: count, sum, fraction, average, etc. 

• The drop down menu below gives you the variables. 

In the cells will only appear numeric data (figures). If 

the variable is alphanumeric, then “count” will be the 

only manipulation type. 

Viewer | Metrics 



Report types 
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The user has 12 report types to 

choose from (drop down menu, 

top left). 

Table is most common used, but 

color graphs and heathmaps are 

also possible. 

Table gives you the opportuinity to 

copy/paste your data (to a spread-

sheet or other software).   

Viewer | Metrics 



Distibution & Archive Viewer | In General 

Viewer Editor 

FireShot 

A4 

Wallpaper 
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Printing 

Option Method Format Size 

PDF-button Export PDF Full-size Print with a wallpaper-printer. No Edit. 

FireShot Capture 

PDF Full-size Resize and edit. Print with any printer. 

PDF A4 Breakdown till multiple A4‘s. Print with an A4-printer. 

JPEG, etc. Full-size * Photo-format. View with photo-viewer, or edit with Paint. 

One-Note Full-size * Export and print with One-Note. 

Application Full-size * Export to Facebook, Flickr, Picassa, Twitter, FTP, … 

Email Full-size * Append to email. 

Clipboard Full-size * Load in Clipboard. 

* Advise: downsize the orgchart first to the relevant part (use MakeTop, or Context-view). 
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Viewer | In General 
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Save as PDF 

You can save the full orgchart in PDF-format by 

clicking on the PDF-icon:           . 

 

The easy way to print an orgchart is to save it in 

PDF-format.  The filename remains the same, but 

the filetype will change from JSON into PDF. 

Once in PDF-format you can print the file directly or 

you can edit it first with a PDF-editor. 

 

A few remarks:: 

1. Only the boxes that can be seen in the orgchart, 

will appear in the PDF-files. Hidden boxes will 

not appear. 

2. Boxes are all saved in default format. Selected 

boxes will be downgraded, and dotted boxes 

will be upgraded to this format.  

3. Detail and Metrics cards are not included in the 

PDF. 

Viewer | In General 

PS: 

Once in PDF-format the file is no longer within reach of the Viewer functionality. 



FireShot 

Screen Capture 

• Install FireShot (free or paid version). 

• A new icon will appear in your browser: 

• FireShot will make a screen capture as soon as you click on this 

symbol. The result will appear in a new browser tab. From 

there on, the FireShot functionality takes it over. 

• FireShot will capture the total webpage, including the parts 

outside your screen.  

 

Prepare your orgchart 

• Before you fire your FireShot, you have to prepare your 

orgchart with the Viewer. 

• First, you bring your orgchart “on stage” and then, you remove 

the Viewer options by clicking on the  Full Screen icon in the 

Ribbon Drop Down menu: 
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Viewer | In General 

PS: 

FireShot is an example of screen capture software, embedded in an browser. 

Once captured, the file is no longer within reach of the Viewer functionality. 



The Viewer® is a product of OrgPlan Ltd. 


